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Global RMB Development
RMB settlements maintained at the 2016 average in May
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The United Kingdom’s RMB
payments largely increased by 21% from March 2014 to March 2016, accounting for 40%
of all payments between the United Kingdom and China or Hong Kong in all currencies
according to SWIFT. In May, the United Kingdom was still recognized as having reached a
high top position with a share of 23.6% of the total offshore RMB payments, excluding Hong
Kong that is ranked as the largest offshore RMB centre in the world, and followed by
Singapore, Taiwan, and the United States with shares of 19.8%, 11.6%, and 10.5%
respectively.
Despite encountering various economic factors worldwide, China still continues
internationalizing its RMB through different channels. The United States and China held
the 2016 U.S.-China Strategic and Economic Dialogue in June. Both nations mutually
agreed to designate RMB clearing banks in the United States with the granted RQFII quota
of RMB250bn on June 7. This is the second largest quota from China following Hong
Kong’s. The RQFII quota to the United States was for investments in China’s domestic
capital markets.
In addition to the remarkable milestones above, the China Foreign Exchange Trade System
(CFETS) is now planning to establish offices in London and New York to globally support
overseas institutions trading. CFETS’s ultimate goal is to eventually provide 24-hour trading
services 7 days a week.

Development of the RMB bond markets
The offshore RMB bond
market is gaining attraction
again. RMB3bn of offshore
RMB bond by the Ministry of
Finance of the People’s
Republic of China (MoF) on
May 26 was the most notable
deal of the year so far. This
was its first offshore RMB
sovereign bond in London
and
the
largest
deal
YTD2016. In three months,
the total volume was
RMB42bn in offshore RMB
bonds issued YTD2016.

Offshore RMB bond issuances in key offshore RMB
centres (RMB Bn)
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Disclaimer
The information herein is provided for information purposes only, and is not to be used or considered as an offer
or the solicitation of an offer to sell or to buy or subscribe for securities or the making of any deposit or other
financial instruments to anyone in any jurisdiction.
Neither this nor any other communication prepared by The Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ, Ltd. (collectively with
its various offices and affiliates, “BTMU”) is or should be construed as investment advice, a recommendation to
enter into a particular transaction or pursue a particular strategy, or any statement as to the likelihood that a
particular transaction or strategy will be effective in light of your business objectives or operations.
While BTMU has taken every care in preparing this document, BTMU does not guarantee or warrant its accuracy
and completeness. Where information herein is obtained or derived from any third party sources, BTMU believes
such information to be reliable but has not verified it. BTMU shall not be liable for any loss or consequences
caused by reliance on any opinion or statement made in this document.
RMB products are subject to exchange rate fluctuations, which may provide both opportunities and risks. The
value of RMB against other foreign currencies fluctuates, which may result in losses in the event that customers
convert the RMB funds into Hong Kong dollars or other foreign currencies. RMB is currently not freely convertible
and conversion of RMB in Hong Kong is subject to certain restrictions. Customers should consider and understand
the possible impact on their liquidity of RMB funds in advance.
Before entering into any particular transaction, you are advised to obtain such independent financial, legal,
accounting and other advice as may be appropriate under the circumstances.
In any event, any decision to enter into a transaction will be yours alone, not based on information prepared or
provided by BTMU. BTMU hereby disclaims any responsibility to you concerning the characterization or
identification of terms, conditions, and legal or accounting or other issues or risks that may arise in connection
with any particular transaction or business strategy.
Note that BTMU may have issued, and may in the future issue, other reports that are inconsistent with or that
reach conclusions different from the information set forth herein. Such other reports, if any, reflect the different
assumptions, views and/or analytical methods of the analysts who prepared them, and BTMU is under no
obligation to ensure that such other reports are brought to your attention.
Additionally, this report is a literary work protected by the law of copyright. No part of this report may be reproduced
in any form.
The Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ, Ltd., All rights reserved. Copyright 2016
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